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WELL DONE KYLE PETERS

Premier One Day - MCC 1st Team vs Victoria CC played at MCC ‘A’
MILLIES MAKE THINGS HARD FOR THEMSELVES – BUT WIN!

A delayed start of the season due to the UWC holidays, means Millies gets round 2 of the
season underway against Victoria CC.
Vics successful with the coin and had no hesitation in asking Millies to have first usage of a
good and well-prepared pitch. A forced change due to Kleinveldt’s Cobra’s/ WP duties saw a
callup of JC Oliver making his debut and claiming his Premier league MCC number………
Vics also losing Meyer to WP duties, well done young manand he will be sorely missed as he
loves the Clubhouse end at the Stag HQ’s.
Debutant and Veteran, namely JC and Milne ®, walkout and start proceedings @ 9h58, JC
thrown in the deep to face first ball from Oostewyk. Oostewyk’s opening partner du Plessis
strikes first having Milne caught at first slip, Millies 6/1 after 4 overs. Snyman, back from injury
having missed a few matches at the end of the 2018 joins JC. They bat through seeing out the
first ten overs at a rate of 2.2 per over, Woolf replaces Oostewyk and strikes with his 9th
delivery removing the dangerous Snyman for 16, caught keeper.
Millies 32/3 after 12.3 overs.
Petersen and JC worked hard and started a growing partnership before JC gave the Vics
keeper another catch, but a well-played debut of 37 off 75 balls. Millies 78/3. Waller in and
then run out chasing 2 runs, great boundary fielding, Millies 84/4 after 29.
Petersen settling in nicely, was joined by du Toit and starting to up the tempo with overs of
6;4;8 and 7 before a call for 2 on the first ball of the 35th over ended in Petersen being short
and run out for 36 off 62 balls. Millies on “nelson” 111/5 after 34.1. Du Toit and Hayes
followed in quick succession 114/6 and 124/7. Hardenberg joined Cloete in the 41st over, but
Cloete was done by Wyngaardt and caught keeper. Millies 150/8 after 45.4
Milne joined Hardenberg and Millies were on target for the 180, but can one fathom it, another
Run Out, Hardenberg calling for a run, sent back and continued the long haul back to the
changing room. Millies 153/9 after 47 overs.
Roach “The Don” lasted 3 balls and Millies falling short of the 50 overs were all out for 159.
Lunch called and I am sure Skipper Waller read the riot act to the team, as again it looks as
though we were 30 shy and stand the possibility of another defeat due to short on total runs.

JC Oliver receiving his cap from Vice President / 1st Team Manager, Craig Phillips

At 13h50 Vics stride out in their batting strip to start the chase. Petersen and Roach set to
start up front and with the 28th ball of the innings Petersen bowled a peach to disturb Dreyers
furniture, Vics 11/1. Woolf joined Fourie, not out on 6, but was undone 5 overs later by
Roach, LBW. Vics 25/2 in the 10th over.
End of 10 and MCC were 22/1, Vics 25/2 – all even, but the Wyngaardts step in with Beuren
joining Fourie, but Millies on strike rates of 5 over intervals soon have Fourie LBW by Waller.
Vics 39/3 after 14.2 overs.
Another Wyngaardt joins brother Beuren and they started taking the game away from Millies,
batting, running well – just sensible building of a partnership although both evident of fatigue
symptoms, which can affect concentration.
A further 19 overs, 61 runs posted Beuren fell victim to Petersen in what was to be the game
changer. Vics 100/4 after 33.1 overs with with the other Wungaardt at the crease still.

Rhoda joins Wyngaardt and 7 balls later, confusion developed and Wyngaardt run out
(Apologies I was mixing drinks and missed the actual), but happy to see him walking off – Vics
102/5.
Stern words from Skip Waller at drinks, “Gear up lads. This game is still here to be WON!”, (I
did leave a few adjectives out of his drinks break speech……… family Rope 😊)
Cloete strikes, Branders caught Hardenberg at slip, next over Roach has Rhoda caught
Hayes and then the run out syndrome returns with Kottle run out by sub (Butler /Hayes). Vics
117/8. The opening bowlers now batting strived to get Vic’s over the line, but Cloete had du
Plessis caught Hayes. Vics 132/9 after 45.1 overs.
Petersen then had an opportunity to close and win the game with the batsmen beaten all up,
spooned one to backward gully towards JC who had just been moved up to closer in. Hayes
ran as normally a conventional keeper catch, but did not see JC standing ready to pouch –
collision and dropped – well what it could have been – a diabolical, inexcusable occurrence –
had we lost the game due to that………1
Cloete (The Stag Enforcer) brought back into attack after long deliberation by team decision
makers and hit the deck hard to have the tail pop one, Cloete made sure that JC and Hayes
were nowhere in the picture, pouched and GAME, SET & MATCH.
Notables:
JC Oliver 37; L. Petersen 36
M. Cloete 8.1 – 3- 13- 3
REPORT COMPILED BY: COACH CRAIG

(A win pulled out of the bag, but why do we always make it such a challenge to win, 30
runs short again. Well lead by Waller in making sure all were there and ready at all
times – why the need for stern words …...?? Everyone knows the need to win, take
responsibility and give your best, YOU are a great team and can beat anyone on the
day!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Pull the 3 disciplines out, win the periods of play……! Well done – great
comeback!)
Res ‘A’ One Day – MCC 2nd Team vs United CC played at MCC ‘B’
NO REPORT SUBMITTED BY CAPTAIN

Res ‘A’ One Day – MCC 2nd Team vs UWC played Away
NO REPORT SUBMITTED BY CAPTAIN

Res ‘C’– MCC 3rd Team vs Avendale played away
NO REPORT SUBMITTED BY CAPTAIN

3 ‘A’ MCC 4th Team vs St Augustines CC played away
THE KYLE PETER’S SHOW

After filling the side late Friday (No One’s fault) we were ready to take on St Augustine at the
their Elfindale fields. Upon our arrival at 13:00 the field and mat was ready, but there was no
team and no stumps and the gate was locked… The opposition then started arriving one by
one from about 13:30… Easy one for the captain, claim the toss and bat first and being he
gentleman he is he did not enforce the over deduction rule
.
Opening the batting was Kyle Peters and Liam Corrigan. They started off well, with the mat
playing true. Liam batted well punishing the bad ball to the boundary and rotating the strike.
Together with Kyle Peters they put up a 124-run opening partnership to bat past drinks. Liam
was unlucky when he got caught on 43. Sais joined Kyle and left. Wesley Green joined Kyle
and together they batted until the end of the innings. Wesley rotated the strike for Kyle and
was not shy to pull out the big shots towards the end… I have not said much about Kyle’s
batting… he gets his own paragraph.
Come Tuesday at practice Kyle approaches the captain and says he would really like to open
the batting as he wants to have as much time in the middle as possible… Come Saturday and
Kyle opens… He started off relatively slow getting use to the pace and bounce of the wicket…
putting the bad ball away for four and making sure he gets a single of almost every delivery.
He hit his first 6 when he was on 28… the next big one he went for he mistimed but lucky it fell
way short off the fielder. He hit one more 6 before he reached 50. He paced himself well and
kept increasing the scoring rate as he went along. Four 6’s, one 4 and the rest 2’s and 3’s to
get to his hundred! Wow what an innings so far one thinks (in hindsight he was always setting
himself up for a big one). Patience and discipline got him to a 100 with no chance given…
from here what happens next feels like a blur. Four 6’s, four 4’s some singles, and he is on
150. Kyle went on in devastating form to hit the bowlers all over the park. Given it was not the
biggest field on the on end, but the ball was hit 20 – 30 meters over the boundary without fail
every time. He raced to 200 and eventually ended on 222*. Kyle scored a total of 18 4’s and
16 6’s. It was an incredible innings where not one chance was given. Well Done Kyle!
335 on the board. Sinclair Taylor and Gavin Cussons were entrusted with the new ball. The
opposition was not going to sit back, and Sinclair felt the brunt of it going for more runs than
he would like. Gavin also found the going tough. Liam Corrigan replaced Sinclair and the
youngster had a good spell uprooting middle stump of their opening batsmen that looked
dangerous. Sias bowled well from the other end going for 1 an over in his 5.

But hunting for the bonus point holding was not good enough… On comes Allen Nortje…
Bowling quick and hitting the deck hard Allen bowled a devastating spell of 5 overs. His first
was an excellent caught and bowled. The batsmen smashed it back and he stuck out his big
claw to take the catch! Next was an LBW where the man was beaten for pace. His next two
wickets were caught behind with excellent bowling. To get his 5 he bowled the man clean! He
bowled 5o – 0m – 17r – 5.
We managed to secure the bonus point with 2 overs to spare! Was a great game and was
played in great spirits!
REPORT COMPILED BY: DEWALD MYBURGH

(Allen Nortje – the 3 ‘A’ enforcer? Mr Peters, very well done, I hoped you slept well and
did not think of the poor bowlers trying to sleep that you “battingly raped….!”
We at MCC await your Saturday availability for returning to higher honours.)
3 ‘B’ MCC 5th Team vs Brackenfell ‘B’ played at Bosmansdam
NO REPORT SBMITTED BY CAPTAIN

3 ‘B’ MCC- B 6th Team vs Primrose played away
“SILVERBACKS ROAR”

Today we played at the B-field of Primrose on a mat with a large outfield, with our full
Silverbacks compliment raring to go…We lost the toss and Primrose opted to field while the
wind was still manageable. We started off relatively solidly, with Primrose giving us no
chances and after 9 overs they were 48/0…then the floodgates opened and the Primrose
openers put on a stand of 150 runs in 25 overs…we then changed tactics, set defensive fields

and bowled our spinners out, taking a few sticks along the way, Ilmar February taking two for
42 in 7 and Darren Ross (YES Verbal Ross) bowling 7 overs for 47, bowling a lot better than
his figures might suggest. Garth West bowled 5 overs for 25, Cameron Levy 3 overs for 29
and Byron Boonzaaier bowled 7 overs for 48 with an unresponsive mat…tough outing for the
quicks!!! But we clawed the run rate back and Primrose ended on 213 for 3 in 35. Kevin
Kruger was the stand-out bowler with figures of 6 overs, 1 wicket for 20 runs…awesome
effort!!!
Our run chase started badly with both openers, and our number 4 falling by the 10th over,
then Chris “Baby” Silver (68) and Cameron “Baby” Levy (20) got our run chase seriously on
the board, consolidating the innings AND accelerating the run rate…awesome suspense,
Cam lost his wicket to a straight one, bringing Gavin “Senior” Levy(10) to the
crease…THEN…Baby Silver attempted a cut and hit the ball onto his big toe and retired hurt
on 42…Bring on the Demolition Man – Darren Ross (34), and after Gavin was caught, Byron
Boonzaaier and The Demolition Man continued a very tense run chase, counting down the
overs…the suspense was palpable and the chirping on the field had stopped…Byron and
Darren went out, bringing Baby Silver back in with the stalwart Garth West…they spent the
final overs pulling and cutting, playing awesome cricket…to get us very near the win…and we
finally capitulated in the 34 over on 180 all out.
As Dumpy Ross said from the desert – enjoying a loss is like kissing your sister…but my troop
showed real resolve today, the game was played in fine spirits from both sides, and the
entertainment was epic. It was a hard but “good” loss in a way, and I see this team getting
stronger and stronger. Thanks to Keith “Seniorest” Silver for scoring, as always.
My troop made me EXTREMELY proud today, we will be back.
This is your captain speaking…..
REPORT COMPILED BY: MOGGY SILVER

(2019 and you still Moggy, great effort guys, it’s not all about winning, it’s about
playing to your best and competing in the spirit of cricket.)
Until next week…………….
From the Boundary Rope was edited by Coach Craig
Thanks for the respective input from the roaming reporters / skippers.

